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Spirit airlines voucher reddit

Last month, I had a flight canceled by the Spirit for no reason. A week later, I contacted customer service and an email came back with a $50 proof of my inconvenience. Typical compensation. Ok. The problem is that when I tried to use today's documents on a $71 (plus $31 tax) flight the site told me the
documents were invalid. Huh? So I called, and the guy on the phone said I couldn't use the voucher because the $71 flight price is further broken down to some different costs as passengers use the cost (wth is that? it's $40 of $71 in this case) etc. Guess what part of this $71 flight is? $0So now I see it.
They divide the airfare into 5 different fees and charges, specifying $0 for a portion of the flight and all costs in other costs, so that your documents are useless. Smart.I went through three Spirit Airlines agents and supervised and managed and I was impressed how they're trained to basically repeat the
same line you can't use the documents because that's how our system/guide works One of them even says maybe you can choose a different route but I think that will cost you more after $50 documents... Sure, it is also possible to print on your used documents on expensive flights only By the way, I told
them I wanted to report the case to the Business And Press Department and they did not seem to care. I found out why – I googled it up and there were dozens of press publications about how Spirit uses various tricks to prevent customers from buying their documents. So I guess I'll just file an office
complaint and move on. But next time they give you a certificate. Know that they can give you next to nothing. TL;DR: Spirit now has a smart way to prevent customers from redeeming documents by putting all flight prices into some made-up costs and $0 in a flight part in flight prices (which have been
excluded from taxes and fees) and there's nothing you can do about it. Be careful when they give you a proof next time. Page 2 8 comments I was about to confirm my flight online for tomorrow (it's the first Spirit flight out of the day out of the airport to Houston) but Spirit says this as I did so: We're looking
for customers who will consider taking a different flight. If selected from the volunteer list, you will have the option to receive travel vouchers to use for your base fare, taxes, fees and optional services for future bookings subject to certain restrictions and can be redeemed at Spirit.com within one year of
issue. Your current flight will not change until your compensation options and alternative flights are explained at the departure gate. Does anyone know if I accept, I could most likely leave on a different Spirit flight tonight or will it be much later tomorrow? ThanksPage 2 8 comments me me issued a $500
certificate from Spirit last year when I was accidentally bumped from a flight. It expired early, and due to COVID I was unable to use it this spring. Any idea if Linh has a policy set for how to handle expandable documents? What is the best way to contact them - whatsapp messages have not received me
contacting someone yet ... indefinitely for the last 5 days. All right, I know... worst airline ever. My friend and I are looking for a cheap spring vacation to LA... and then COVID happened. Our flight at the end of March was not cancelled. We decided to cancel because things were getting really bad and they
gave us airline credit for use within 6 months. I am supposed to book a new flight by September 27, which I don't feel comfortable doing and not worth it. I contacted on WhatsApp several times and each customer service person told me sorry! We didn't have a good time. One told me to put a complaint in
through a customer service link on their website. I did, but I haven't heard a word. Anyone have any luck with them? I'll never get my money back, will I? Page 2 8 comments Title says it all. Really don't want to pay $45 for a carry on- any idea, fellow frugal-ites?? Unite! Page 2 20 comments Hi all! I'm in
the process of booking a trip from Chicago to San Diego in the last week of April and founding plans to fly Spirit (I almost always do). I know they send some prom codes out throughout the year (there's 40% off the code this morning), but this morning wondered how likely it was that they would send a
75% off code before I go (I lost the code from 3 days ago :/) before my trip. Worth the wait? Thank! Page 2 6 comments Obviously this should not surprise anyone.. but I've had a ton of my time wasted in the last few days because of this and I want to save others the trouble. Basically, I was offered a $100
receipt for future flights that needed to be used within the next two months as an apology for the fact that one of their employees had stolen my expensive Bluetooth speaker out of my test bag (yes I'm an idiot for putting it into it and they are not legally responsible but i put in a claim anyway because i've
never had something stolen before) anyway I was shocked when they actually sent me this certificate because it was Spirit Airlines. So I went to use the documents on a flight and it kept showing like $17 instead of $100 when I was going to pay for our two $70 flights. Spend a lot of time and energy going
back and around with customer service trying to figure out this when I finally read the full print well.... The voucher can only be used for tickets in YOUR NAME. Also It can only be used for a fraction of the flight fee.... for a $70 flight that's $17. Wow OK. Thank you for wasting my spirit time– will never fly
with them again out of principle. The one who said it? Sure that's fine - they're not liable. . this crap with false apologies, which is really just a money grab for them really crossed the line for me. Page 2 325 comment page 2i.redd.it/zp1e9n... imgur.com/EDaFdP...Page 2imgur.com/EDaFdP...
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